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Abstract—In this paper, we aim to establish the connection
between Age of Information (AoI) in network theory, information
uncertainty in information theory, and detection delay in time
series analysis. We consider a dynamic system whose state
changes at discrete time points, and a state change won’t be
detected until an update generated after the change point is
delivered to the destination for the first time. We introduce
an information theoretic metric to measure the information
freshness at the destination, and name it as generalized Age of
Information (GAoI). We show that under any state-independent
online updating policy, if the underlying state of the system
evolves according to a stationary Markov chain, the GAoI is
proportional to the AoI. Besides, the accumulative GAoI and
AoI are proportional to the expected accumulative detection
delay of all changes points over a period of time. Thus, any
(G)AoI-optimal state-independent updating policy equivalently
minimizes the corresponding expected change point detection
delay, which validates the fundamental role of (G)AoI in real-time
status monitoring. Besides, we also investigate a Bayesian change
point detection scenario where the underlying state evolution is
not stationary. Although AoI is no longer related to detection
delay explicitly, we show that the accumulative GAoI is still an
affine function of the expected detection delay, which indicates
the versatility of GAoI in capturing information freshness in
dynamic systems.
Index Terms—Age of Information, information freshness,
change point detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, how to quantify and optimize information fresh-
ness in sensing, communication and computing systems has at-
tracted growing attention from different communities. Various
metrics have been proposed to measure information freshness.
Among them, perhaps the most prevalent one is Age of
Information (AoI) [1]. Originally proposed for a single-node
monitoring system that keeps sending time-stamped status
updates to a destination, the metric quantifies the freshness
of information from the destination’s perspective. Specifically,
at time t, the AoI at the destination is defined as t − δ(t),
where δ(t) is the generation time (time stamp) of the freshest
received update at the destination. With this definition, the AoI
performance has been characterized for various updating poli-
cies in different systems [2]–[5]. AoI optimization from the
perspectives of sampling, transmission scheduling and coding
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has also been investigated under various system constraints
[6]–[21].
Even though AoI can be used as a measure of “staleness”
of the status information in a system, it does not take the
dynamics of the underlying status evolution into consideration.
Recently, there are a few attempts to take the properties
of the monitored signal into the definition of information
freshness. A metric called “Age of Synchronization” (AoS) is
proposed in [22]. It refers to the duration since the destination
became desynchronized with the source. In the same spirit,
another metric called “Age of Incorrect Information” (AoII) is
proposed in [23]. AoII takes both the time that the monitor is
unaware of the correct status of the system and the difference
between the current estimate at the monitor and the actual
state of system into the definition. With particular penalty
functions, AoII reduces to AoS. Reference [24] proposes
to use the mutual information between the real-time source
value and the delivered samples at the receiver to quantify
the freshness of the information contained in the delivered
samples. It shows that for a time-homogeneous Markov chain,
the mutual information can be expressed as a non-negative and
non-increasing function of the age. In [25], a metric called
“Value of Information” (VoI) is introduced to facilitate packet
scheduling for low-error Kalman filter based estimation. VoI
depends on the age of the packet, as well as the mutual
information between the packet content and the system status,
which is equivalent to the variance of the noise associated
with the measurement. Generally speaking, how to define
a universal information freshness metric that accounts for
dynamically evolving system states remains open.
In this paper, we propose an information theoretic mea-
sure of information freshness by taking the dynamics of
the monitored system into account, where we introduce a
two-dimensional discrete-time Markov chain to model the
underlying state changes. Our main contributions are three-
fold:
First, the introduced information theoretic measure general-
izes the definition of AoI. It takes the age of updates and
the dynamics of the monitored system into the definition,
and suggests a unified approach to define proper age penalty
functions [26] for various dynamic systems.
Second, we establish fundamental relationship between AoI
and the expected detection delay of status changes under any
state-independent online updating policies. Such relationship
validates the critical role of AoI in real-time status monitoring
when the system evolution is stationary. It enables us to safely
decouple the properties of the underlying system from the
design of age-optimal sampling, scheduling and coding poli-
cies, without compromising the effectiveness of the delivered
updates on tracking status changes of the system.
Third, we show that the generalized AoI is an affine function
of the expected detection delay in an adapted Bayesian change
point detection setting. This observation suggests that GAoI
is a proper measure of information freshness even when the
underlying system evolution is not stationary.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a single-node status monitoring scenario where a
sensor monitors the status of an underlying system and sends
updates to a destination through a communication channel. In
order to capture the dynamics of the monitored system, we
consider a discrete-time model, where the status of the system
in each time slot n is denoted as Xn. We assume Xn takes
values from a finite alphabet X . At the beginning of time slot
n, Xn may stay the same as Xn−1, or change to a different
value. We let Tn ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} denote the number of time
slots the system has stayed in the current status. Then,
Tn =
{
Tn−1 + 1, if Xn = Xn−1,
0, if Xn 6= Xn−1.
We assume the evolution of {Tn} depends on the current status
Xn in general. Specifically, we denote qi(x) := P[Tn+1 =
0|Tn = i,Xn = x], and denote the corresponding transition
matrix as PT (x). Besides, if Tn = 0, i.e., a status change
happens at the beginning of time slot n, Xn evolves according
to a Markov chain with transition matrix PX , as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Denote the status of the system at time n as
Un := (Xn, Tn). We can show that Un evolves according
to a two-dimensional Markov chain. Essentially, such a model
accommodates the scenario where {Xn} is Markovian, as well
as certain scenarios where {Xn} cannot be simply modeled
as a Markov chain, thus is more general in modeling dynamic
status changes.
Assume each state update sampled at time n is a time-
stamped tuple Un := (Xn, Tn), i.e., it does not just contain the
time-stamped status Xn, but also the duration that the system
has stayed in the current status. The receiver tracks the system
status based on received updates. The objective of this work is
to investigate the fundamental impact of information freshness
on the timely detection of status changes. As a first step, we
focus on state-independent online policies defined as follows.
Definition 1 (State-independent online updating policies)
Let s1, s2, . . . ∈ N be the sampling time points and
d1, d2, . . . ∈ N be the corresponding delivery times of the
updates Us1 , Us2 , . . . under an updating policy, where we let
di = ∞ if the ith update is never delivered. If si only depends
on previous sampling points {sj}
i−1
j=1 and up-to-date delivery
Fig. 1: An example of the discrete-time state transition model
where X = {1, 2, 3}.
times {dj : dj ≤ si}, and dis are independent with {Un}, the
policy is called a state-independent online updating policy.
We also formally define detection delay as follows.
Definition 2 (Detection delay of status changes) If the sys-
tem status changes at the beginning of time slot n, i.e.,
Tn = 0, the detection delay of this status change equals
min{di : si ≥ Tn} − Tn.
The definition of detection delay is intuitive in the sense
that a status change won’t be detected until a status update
collected after the change is delivered to the destination for
the first time. From an information theoretic perspective, if
multiple status changes happen between the sampling points
of two consecutively delivered updates, as shown in Fig. 2, the
destination won’t be able to locate all of them except the last
one based on Uδ(n) only. However, we still consider them to
be detected in order to properly measure the detection delay
performance of the updating schemes.
III. INFORMATION THEORETIC CHARACTERIZATION OF
INFORMATION FRESHNESS
Assume the latest status update at the destination at time n
was sampled at time δ(n). Then, the instantaneous AoI at the
destination is n − δ(n). We propose the following metric as
an information staleness measure at the destination at time n:
Φ(n) := H(U δ(n)+1:n|Uδ(n)), (1)
where Un:n+k := {Un, Un+1, . . . , Un+k}. Intuitively, Φ(n)
captures the “novelty” in random process {Un} since time
δ(n), which also indicates the uncertainty level at the des-
tination regarding the monitored system status over duration
[δ(n) + 1, n]. We term it as generalized Age of Information
(GAoI) in this paper.
The GAoI defined in (1) essentially measures information
freshness from an ensemble’s perspective, i.e., it averages
over all possible realizations of {Un}. Therefore it is state-
independent, i.e., it is independent with the information con-
tent of the received updates (i.e., Uδ(n)); Rather, it only relies
on stochastic information of the state evolution process (i.e.,
{PT (x)} and PX ), as well as the time stamps of received
updates.
Intuitively, the information contained in Uδ(n) may indicate
how fast the system status may change from the previous
status, and how much uncertainty/novelty is generated since
Fig. 2: AoI evolution with given status change points. × represents
status changes, # represents sampling points, and solid circle repre-
sents delivery time of an update. Γi is the detection delay for the ith
status change.
the latest update was generated. This motivates the definition
of state-dependent GAoI as follows.
Define
Φ(n|Uδ(n) = u) = H(U
δ(n)+1:n|Uδ(n) = u), (2)
i.e., the uncertainty in system states over [δ(n) + 1, n] given
the latest observation Uδ(n) = u.
Then, based on the definition of conditional entropy, we
have
Φ(n) =
∑
u
Φ(n|Uδ(n) = u) · P[Uδ(n) = u]. (3)
The discrete-time status evolution model enables us to
explicitly discuss the relationship between GAoI, AoI and
the detection delay of status changes. In the following, we
investigate two scenarios, and establish their relationships.
IV. STATIONARY MARKOVIAN STATE EVOLUTION
In this section, we focus on stationary Markovian state
evolution models.
Proposition 1 Assume (Xn, Tn) evolves according to a sta-
tionary Markov chain C defined by transition matrices PX and
{PT (x)}x∈X . Then,
Φ(n) = (n− δ(n)) ·H(PX , {PT (x)}x∈X ),
where H(PX , {PT (x)}x∈X ) is the entropy rate of C.
Due to space limitation, we omit the proofs of propositions and
corollaries in this paper. Proposition 1 can be proved based on
the property of stationary Markov chains. It indicates that the
information freshness measure Φ(n) is proportional to the in-
stantaneous age n− δ(n) if H(PX , {PT (x)}x∈X ) 6= 0, which
validates the effectiveness of AoI in capturing uncertainty in
the system status from the destination’s perspective.
Besides, compared with AoI which only depends on time,
Φ(n) also captures the dynamics of the underlying status evo-
lution. For systems with frequent state changes, or with very
dynamic state transitions,Φ(n) grows quickly as age increases,
which implies that the information gets stale quickly. On the
other hand, in systems with more deterministic state changes,
information will “age” at a slower rate.
One extreme case is when the status of the system evolves
in a periodic pattern, i.e., given an initial status X0, the
system evolves according to a cycle over the states in X .
Thus, Φ(n) = 0, i.e., Uδ(n) will never get expired, since it
can be used to accurately predict the state of the system in
any upcoming time. Therefore, AoI itself cannot be used for a
measure of information freshness for this scenario. This special
case illustrates the importance of taking the dynamics of status
evolution into the definition of information freshness.
Proposition 2 Assume the stationary distribution of (Xn, Tn)
exists, and denote it as {µx,i}x∈X ,i∈Z+, where µx,i =
P[(Xn, Tn) = (x, i)]. Then, H(PX , {PT (x)}x∈X ) equals
∑
x∈X
µx,0
∞∑
i=0
i−1∏
j=0
(1−qj(x))[H(qi(x), 1−qi(x))+qi(x)H(px)],
where px is the row associated with status x in PX , andH(pi)
is the entropy of distribution pi.
Corollary 1 If PT (x) is homogeneous, i.e., PT (x) = PT for
all state x ∈ X , then, the entropy rate of the Markov chain C
equals
H(PX , PT ) = H(PT ) +H(PX)P(Tn = 0). (4)
Our main result is summarized as follows.
Theorem 1 Assume the monitor is informed of the initial
system state at time 0. Then, under any state-independent
online updating policy,
Φ¯(T )
H(PX , {PT (x)})
= ∆¯(T ) =
Γ¯(T )
P(Tn = 0)
,
where Φ¯(T ) :=
∑T
n=1 Φ(n), Γ¯(T ) is the expected total
detection delay of the state changes over [1, T ], and ∆¯(T )
is the expected total AoI experienced at the destination over
[1, T ].
Proof: Consider the sampling times and update delivery times
under a state-independent online updating policy. For ease of
exposition, let si and di be the ith sampling time and the
corresponding delivery time. Consider the first T time slots
[1, T ] during which K updates are delivered. We collectively
denote the delivery times as {di}
K
i=1 and the corresponding
sampling times as {si}
K
i=1. We also define d0 = s0 = 0 and
dK+1 = sK+1 = T . Without loss of generality, we can assume
di < dj whenever si < sj . In fact, if there exists sj ≥ si such
that dj ≤ di, the information delivered at time di is stale
compared to the previously received information Usj . Thus,
we can exclude such updates without affecting the (G)AoI
evolution or detection delay. Define the detection delay of a
status change at time n (n ≤ T ) restricted to [1, T ] as Γ =
min{di : si ≥ n, i ≤ K+1}−n. The expected total detection
delay over [1, T ] can be expressed as
Γ¯(T ) = P(Tn = 0)
K∑
i=0
si+1∑
j=si+1
(di+1 − j), (5)
where the equality is based on the fact that P(Tn = 0) is
a constant for all n under the assumption that {Un} is a
stationary Markov chain. Then, the expected total detection
delay over [1, T ] scaled by 1/P(Tn = 0) is
Γ¯(T )
P(Tn = 0)
=
1
2
T 2 −
1
2
T −
K∑
i=1
si(di+1 − di). (6)
The expected AoI experienced over [1, T ] is
∆¯(T ) =
K+1∑
j=0
dj+1−dj−1∑
i=0
(dj − sj + i) (7)
=
1
2
T 2 −
1
2
T −
K∑
i=1
si(di+1 − di). (8)
Hence, Γ¯(T ) = ∆¯(T ) ·P(Tn = 0). We note that this equation
holds for any possible realizations of sis and dis under a state-
independent online updating policy. Thus, it still holds if we
take expectations with respect to sis and dis. The first equality
then follows from Proposition 1. 
Theorem 1 validates the fundamental role of information
freshness on timely detection of status changes. It indi-
cates that minimizing AoI through state-independent sampling,
transmission scheduling or coding is equivalent to minimizing
the expected detection delay of the status changes in the
system.
V. NON-STATIONARY MARKOVIAN STATE EVOLUTION
The result in Section IV relies on the stationary Markovian
state evolution assumption. It is also intuitive that under the
stationary Markovian assumption, Φ(n) scale proportionally
to the instantaneous age at the destination. However, such
assumptions are quite restrictive in practice. This motivates us
to investigate a broader class of status change models where
the stationary assumption may not hold. While this seems
challenging for a general setting, as a first step, we consider
the following status change model, which is adapted from
the classical Bayesian change point detection model in the
literature.
We assume the system status starts with an initial state 0 at
n = 0. At an unknown change point θ ∈ N, the system status
changes to 1. Under the Bayesian setting, it assumes that θ
is a random variable following a geometric distribution, i.e.,
P[θ = τ ] = p(1− p)τ−1, τ = 1, 2, . . ..
We can show that the system status {Xn} can be modeled
as a Markov chain shown in Fig. 3. Since it has an absorbing
state 1, and the initial state X0 = 0, the Markov chain is no
longer stationary.
Since the state evolution can be characterized by a one-
dimensional Markov chain {Xn}, the information theoretic
Fig. 3: Equivalent Markov chain for the Bayesian change point
model.
definitions of information freshness in Eqns. (1) and (2) are
equivalent to the following definitions, respectively:
Φ(n) = H(Xδ(n)+1:n|Xδ(n)), (9)
Φ(n|Xδ(n) = x) = H(X
δ(n)+1:n|Xδ(n) = x). (10)
We have the following observations.
Proposition 3 Under the Bayesian change point model,
Φ(n|Xδ(n) = 0) = 0,
Φ(n|Xδ(n) = 1) = H(p,· · ·, (1−p)
n−δ(n)−1p, (1−p)n−δ(n)),
where H(p1, p2, · · · , pn) = −
∑
i pi log pi.
Theorem 2 Under any state-independent online updating pol-
icy,
Φ¯(T ) =
H(p, 1− p)
p
Γ¯(T ) + C(T ),
where Φ¯(T ) :=
∑T
n=1 Φ(n), Γ¯(T ) is the expected detection
delay of the state change over [1, T ], and C(T ) is a constant
for fixed T .
Proof: Denote h(x) as
h(x) := H(p, · · · , (1− p)x−1p, (1− p)x), ∀x ∈ N. (11)
Based on the definition of entropy, we have the following
recursive formula:
h(x+ 1) = h(x) + (1− p)xh(p). (12)
Denote h(1) := H(p, 1− p). Then,
h(x) =
1− (1− p)x
p
h(1). (13)
Plugging (13) into the expression in Proposition 3, we have
Φ(n|Xδ(n) = 0) =
1− (1 − p)n−δ(n)
p
h(1). (14)
Then, a uniform expression for the state-dependent GAoI is
as follows:
Φ(n|Xδ(n) = x)
=
1− (1− p)n−δ(n)
p
h(1)1Xδ(n)=0, x ∈ {0, 1}. (15)
Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we consider the sam-
pling points s1, s2, . . . , sK and corresponding delivery points
d1, d2, . . . , dK of the K updates delivered over [1, T ] under a
given state-independent updating policy, as shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4: Generalized AoI evolution with given sampling times sis and
delivery times di. × represents the change point, and Γ represents
the detection delay.
Without loss of generality, we assume 0 < s1 < s2 < . . . <
sK < T and 0 < d1 < d2 < . . . < dK < T . We define
s0 = d0 = 0 and sK+1 = dK+1 = T for ease of exposition.
The accumulative generalized GAoI can be expressed as
T∑
n=1
Φ(n|Xδ(n) = x)=
K∑
i=0
di+1∑
j=di+1
1− (1− p)j−si
p
h(1)1Xsi=0.
Taking expectation with respect to x, we have
Φ¯(T )
=
K∑
i=0
di+1∑
j=di+1
1−(1− p)j−si
p
h(1)(1− p)si
=
h(1)
p
(
(1− p)[(1 − p)T − 1]
p
+
K∑
i=0
(di+1 − di)(1 − p)
si
)
.
(16)
On the other hand, the expected detection delay can be
calculated as follows:
Γ¯(T )
=
K∑
i=0
si+1∑
j=si+1
(1 − p)j−1p(di+1 − j) (17)
= −
T∑
k=1
k(1− p)k−1p+
K∑
i=0
si+1∑
j=si+1
(1− p)j−1pdi+1 (18)
= −
T∑
k=1
k(1− p)k−1p+
K∑
i=0
di+1[(1− p)
si − (1− p)si+1 ]
=−T (1−p)T−
T∑
k=1
k(1−p)k−1p+
K∑
i=0
(di+1−di)(1−p)
si .
(19)
Since the updating policy is state-independent, taking ex-
pectation of (16) and (19) with respect to sis, we have the
proof complete. 
Theorem 2 indicates that GAoI is an affine function of the
expected detection delay for the Bayesian change point model
under any state-independent updating policy. We can verify
that such relationship no longer holds between the AoI and
the expected detection delay. Such result suggests that GAoI
Fig. 5: Generalized AoI evolution with given sampling points.
is a more accommodating measure of information freshness
compared with AoI.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate our results through simulations.
We evaluate the AoI, GAoI and the status change detection
delay under two state evolution models: a stationary two-state
symmetric Markov chain and a Bayesian change point model.
A. Stationary Two-state Symmetric Markov chain
First, we consider a two-state symmetric Markov chain
where the probability of status change is p, as illustrated in
Fig. 5. We adopt two different updating schemes: The first one
is uniform sampling with instant delivery where the sampling
occurs at n = 50, 100, . . .. The other one is greedy sampling
policy with random delivery time, where the sampling happens
whenever an update is delivered to the destination. We assume
the delivery time of each update is uniformly distributed in
[20, 80]. We note that the sampling rates of the two schemes
are actually the same, and both policies are state-independent.
In this simulation, we fix p = 0.6. For each updating policy, we
generate 100 sample paths, where the initial state is randomly
selected according to the stationary distribution. For each
sample path, we track the status changes and obtain the total
detection delay, which is then averaged over T . We also track
the AoI evolution and calculate its time average. As shown
in Fig. 6, after scaling AoI by a factor of P(Tn = 0),
the ensemble average matches the ensemble average of the
detection delay under both updating policies. This is consistent
with the theoretical results in Theorem 1.
B. Bayesian Change Point Model
Next, we evaluate the relationship between the GAoI and
the detection delay under a Bayesian change point model. We
set p = 0.04 and track the detection delay and the evolution
of the state-dependent GAoI for each sample path under the
two updating policies described in Sec. VI-A. We fix the
sampling rate for the uniform sampling as once every five time
slots. For the other policy, we let the random delivery time be
uniformly distributed in [2, 8]. We generate 2000 sample paths
over duration [1, 100]. The ensemble average of the cumulative
GAoI and the ensemble average of the detection delay are
compared and plotted in Fig. 7. The GAoI curves are scaled
by a factor of p
H(p,1−p) , as suggested in Theorem 2. It is
noteworthy that the difference between the scaled GAoI and
the detection delay is a constant under both updating policies,
which corroborates the theoretical result in Theorem 2.
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Fig. 6: AoI and detection delay for a stationary Makovian
status evolution model.
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Fig. 7: GAoI and detection delay for a Bayesian change point
model.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduce an information theoretic mea-
sure of information freshness and investigate its relationship
between AoI and detection delay of status changes in a status
monitoring system. Our results validates the fundamental role
of AoI in timely change detection when the underlying system
states evolve according to a stationary Markov chain. It also
indicates that for a special non-stationary status change model,
GAoI is a more proper measure. In the future, we will
investigate the relationships between those metrics under state-
dependent updating policies.
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